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INTRODUCTION

Electronic commerce (or e-commerce) is the popular term for doing business electronically. According to Haag, Cummings, and McCubbrey (1998), for businesses, electronic commerce includes performing transactions with customers over the Internet for purposes such as home shopping, home banking, and electronic cash use; performing transactions with other organizations through the use of electronic data interchange (EDI); gathering information relating to consumer market research and competitors; and distributing information to prospective customers through interactive advertising, sales, and marketing efforts. Benefits of e-commerce to companies include a wider potential market (i.e., global access); lowering of transaction costs; increase in the speed of transactions; improved economies of scale; minimization of human intervention in business processes; and unlimited access to product information for customers (Sesan, 2000; Wood, 2003).

While a few developing countries such as Costa Rica are making inroads into electronic commerce (Travica, 2002), many others are slow in its adoption. For example, a study, which rated 42 developing countries on their “e-readiness,” found that Taiwan and Estonia had emerged as leaders among developing countries in the ability to conduct e-commerce, whereas Russia, much of the Middle East, and Africa were lagging behind (Anonymous, 2000). One of the countries included in the study but that rated poorly in its e-commerce efforts is Nigeria. In this article, we shall be discussing the challenges being faced by the country as it grapples with the adoption of e-commerce.
BACKGROUND

Electronic commerce developed as a result of synergism between two industries, namely business and information technology. In the business industry, e-commerce is viewed as a buying and selling process that is supported by electronic means (Wood, 2003) whereas in the information technology industry, it is viewed as an electronic business application aimed at commercial transactions systems. In general, there are four types of e-commerce (Rayport & Jaworski, 2001):

1. **Business to Business (B2B):** B2B refers to e-commerce that takes place between business organizations. The foundation of B2B e-commerce, according to Haag et al. (2002), is electronic data interchange (EDI). EDI is the direct computer-to-computer transfer of transactions information contained in standard business documents such as invoices and purchase orders, in a standard format. EDI replaces paper documents with digital records exchanged between trading partners’ computers.

2. **Business to Consumer (B2C):** B2C involves e-commerce sites that sell products and services, or provide information services directly to consumers. B2C (or retail) e-commerce has spawned many new businesses that have no physical stores but can deliver a wide variety of goods on request (National Science Board, 2002). B2C also includes services such as banking, education, consulting, retailing, gambling, and governance (Iyer, Taube, & Raquet, 2002).

3. **Consumer to Business (C2B):** C2B is e-commerce in which the Internet makes it possible for many consumers who want to buy the same or similar products to band together in order to obtain volume discounts from a business.

4. **Consumer to Consumer (C2C):** C2C involves consumers dealing with each other, either through an auction site or directly in one of the peer to peer networking applications.

In terms of product suitability, certain products/services appear more suitable for e-commerce while others remain more suitable for offline sales. The most successful purely virtual companies deal with digital products, including information storage, retrieval, and modification, music, movies, education, communication, software, photography, and financial transactions. Virtual marketers can sell some nondigital products/services successfully. Such products have a high value-to-weight ratio, are embarrassing purchases, typically go to people in remote locations, or are typically purchased by shut-ins (Wikipedia, 2004). Purchases of pornography and of other sex-related products and services fulfill the requirements of being virtual (or if nonvirtual, generally high value) and of potential embarrassment; unsurprisingly, provision of such services has become the most profitable segment of e-commerce.

Products such as spare parts, both for consumer items like washing machines and industrial equipment like centrifugal pumps, also seem good candidates for selling online. Retailers often need to order spare parts specially, since they typically do not stock them at consumer outlets—this means that e-commerce solutions in this area do not compete with retail stores, only with other ordering systems. Products unsuitable for e-commerce include products that have a low value-to-weight ratio, products that have a smell, taste, or touch component, products that need trial fittings, and products where color integrity appears important (Wikipedia, 2004).

Globally, consumers have accepted the e-commerce business model more slowly than its proponents originally expected (Humphrey, Mansell, Paré, & Schmitz, 2004). Even in product categories suitable for e-commerce, electronic shopping has developed only slowly. Several reasons have been adduced for the slow uptake, including:
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